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PS to my post yesterday
Of course, the fear of eternal damnation was another introjection
(or ‘malware installed’) by the parents: something that only those
Christians who were brought up in a very traditional, old time
Christianity could understand. To new generations of Christians,
including racialist Christians, what I said yesterday could seem
unheard of and even bizarre. (In book #5 of my eleven books I
explain how such introject originated in my young mind.)

See, for example, what I said about Erasmus in
2012. The old theology took hell for granted,
and young children were taught this
maddening doctrine. When I lived in Spain
they told me that some of the older people still
suffered from this fear.
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‘Introjection’
I have used the word ‘introject ’ (see e.g., here) and would like to
explain it using a little isolated piece of my biography, as when
writing a profound autobiography I had to come across this word.

In common dictionaries introjection is ‘the unconscious
adaptation of the ideas or attitudes of others’. But I emphasise the
adoption of the ideas that our parents instilled in us, as it was they
who had the greatest influence on our tender egos.

Several commenters, both here and outside this site, have scoffed
at my past ideological deviations: completely ignorant of what I
intended to tell them about. I confessed that to illustrate how we
are slaves to parental introjects, for example, why some anti-
Semites continue to kneel before the Jewish god.

Although decontextualised, the following passage from The Grail
illustrates how it was that I introjected some religious things that
my father told me. It was like a tremendous malware that I
couldn’t erase until after a long time. The following passage is just
a loose piece of the puzzle that my eleven books put together, but
it helps to understand the word introjection when it leaves my
lips. On pages 231-235 of The Grail I wrote the following (my
Spanish-English translation, with some explanatory brackets):

 

______ � ______

 

The Shroud of Turin

Imagine my surprise when, flipping through a book on the so-
called Shroud during a subsequent stay in the neighbouring
northern country (this time in Houston, Texas), I found some
pages where the authors spoke of a writing of mine whose theories
I had already abandoned:

Some see the origin of the image on the
Shroud as paranormal, rather than
miraculous. They suggest that supernatural,
rather than Divine, forces may be at work.
Mexican parapsychologist Cesar Tort has
raised the possibility that the image is a
‘thoughtograph’ . There is evidence –
controversial, but not easily dismissed – that

some psychics can create recognizable images on film by the
power of thought alone. The most famous case is that of Ted
Serios, an alcoholic Chicago bellhop, whose abilities were
studied intensively in the mid-196os by the eminent researcher
Jule Eisenbud. If it exists, the ability of the mind to affect the
highly sensitive chemicals of photographic film would seem to
be a natural variant of psychokinesis (PK)—the alteration of the
state of a physical object by mental influence alone—as exhibited
most famously by Uri Geller.

Tort [1] points to a similar phenomenon, that of images
appearing spontaneously on the walls and floors of buildings. He
cites a well  documented case from the 1920s, when the image of
the late Dean John Liddell appeared on a wall of Oxford
Cathedral. Such pictures are usually of people of special sanctity,
but not always. In one case in Belmez de la Moraleda in Spain,
which was investigated by the veteran parapsychologist
Professor Hans Bender one-time mentor of Elmar Gruber, co-
author of The Jesus Conspiracy, leering, demonic faces have
appeared regularly on the walls and floors of a house for more
than twenty years. [2]

Cesar Tort’s starting point was the paradox between the
historical and scientific evidence that we had already noted: the
image on the Shroud is more consistent with actual crucifixion
(and so, to most people, with the first century), than with a
medieval artistic forgery, but the carbon dating and the
documented history show it to be medieval. How, asked Tort,
could a fourteenth-century cloth show a first-century image? So
he speculated that it was a thoughtograph, projected onto the
cloth by the collective minds of the pilgrims who came to
meditate on a (then plain) cloth that they believed had wrapped
their risen Lord. Tort admitted the main objection to this
scenario: even suspending disbelief about the reality of
thoughtography, we would expect the image to conform to the
beliefs and expectations of those who unconsciously created it.
To a medieval mind, there should be nails in the palms (not the
wrists), Jesus should look younger, and he would certainly not
be naked as here. To explain this, Tort has to invoke another
paranormal phenomenon—retrocognition—where the past can
be psychically perceived.

The pros and cons of these phenomena are outside the scope of
this book, but in the case of Tort’s hypothesis it is enough to say
that neither effect has ever been reported as working on the
scale needed to make the Shroud image, and that the use of two
such unknowns—thoughtograph y and retrocognition—is simply
stretching credulity far too far. Neither does it explain why a
negative image was projected, or why the bloodstains should be
so different from the rest of the image. It is a bold and open-
minded attempt to reconcile the contradictory elements of the
Shroud, but in the end it creates more questions than answers.

The passage appears on pages 45-46 of Turin Shroud: In Whose
Image? by Lynn Picknett and Clive Prince. The authors mention
my name again on pages 48 and 57-58. Despite having cited an
enormous number of bibliographic references, I never imagined
that what I had written in the JSPR could appear in a hardcover
book whose first edition was sold in the United States.

In an Octavio Paz book I read that what is written for money has
no artistic value. If I had become a commercial writer, I would
have written, in addition to My Agony in California, books such
as In Search of the Soulmate and My Quixotic Misadventures in a
Cult. Eventually my editor, avid for bestsellers out of the pens of
tortured souls, would have asked me to write My Misadventures
with the Shroud. But those books would no longer be the cream of
the cream. However, although I could fill a book on my
misadventures with the Shroud, which I will not write, I also
cannot completely overlook that stage of my life.

It all started in 1986, on a gloomy night in the Loch Lomond
harbour for private boats in San Rafael, California, times when I
wrote desperate letters to Octavio [my cousin]. In wanting to save
me [from the introjected fear of hell], I had to demonstrate that
the mysterious image of the shroud had been a mere paranormal
phenomenon (did others also leave imprints on mortuary
sheets?), not the resurrection as Christians understand it. In my
Whispering Leaves I mentioned that that year John Heaney
answered a letter that I had mailed to him. But I omitted that the
theologian referred to a Scott Rogo book on miracles, stressing
that this parapsychologist had speculated analogously to what I
had asked Heaney. I had also commented to the theologian, in a
sentence that I wrote to him that verbatim still reaches me today:
‘Because of the fear of eternal damnation, I have been in spiritual
agony’.

Opening Scott Rogo’s book in the blackness of Loch Lomond [I
had a night shift] I was greatly surprised by a hypothesis that had
not crossed my mind. That book, Miracles, was the starting point
that resulted in an obsession in which I gradually acquired several
books and scientific documents on the shroud.

Back in Mexico, I spent two years, full-time work, on the subject;
and I got to publish my theories in the journal that Picknett and
Prince read in the quote above. In 1991 I would even visit John
Beloff in Edinburgh, the editor of that journal for psychical
researchers. By the way, the previous year I had rushed into
publishing my article, which Picknett and Prince summarised so
well above. It was plagued by typographer’s misprints for having
asked Karen Deters, my syntax editor, to speak to Beloff for
publication in January of 1990, rather than the editor’s wise
advice to leave it for April. Deters tried to contact Beloff [there
was no internet] but Beloff was not in his cubicle when she called
Scotland on the phone. The director of the Department of
Psychology at the University of Edinburgh answered the call, who
conveyed my hasty wish to Beloff. So I was responsible for the
horrible misprints.

More than three decades have passed since my misadventures
began with the most sacred relic of the Catholic Church. I
currently have a web page on the shroud that reproduces a few
texts (The medieval Turin Shroud: A non-paranormal approach
to the puzzling image). To write one of the entries on that site I
had to find, from my archived files, an old half-blurred photocopy
of Walter McCrone’s article in Scientific American. The brief
article referred to the turning point of October 1988: the month in
which the results of the radiocarbon tests dated the relic from
1260 to 1380 C.E. Capturing McCrone’s text for my shroud
website came as a revelation.

But before I confess it, I must say that, at the time when I was
writing for Beloff’s journal, I paid no much attention to what the
Skeptical Inquirer had published in the spring issue of 1982,
which contained an article by Marvin Mueller. I had requested
that number and Joe Nickell’s sceptical book on the shroud, but
still believed that the image was paranormal.

When I quoted McCrone’s words in 2018, the question came to me
how it was that, with such good information, thirty years before I
had not woken up. I concluded, in one of my diaries, that it had all
been a tremendous introject from my father. Years before my
internal struggles in Loch Lomond, it had been my father who had
captivated me with his tales about the Shroud! He had taken that
information out of books he bought, although they have been lost
and are no longer in the family library. ‘And that was more
important than everything posted on my new blog about the
shroud’, says my diary. ‘You can imagine’, I said to myself, ‘the toll
that the shroud of Turin would have caused in my mind if my
father had been an agnostic regarding religion, like his brother
Alejandro who still lives’. In the 1990s uncle Alejandro had told
me, in front of dad and alluding to McCrone, that the image on the
sheet was iron oxide—as if making fun of my JSPR article, which
he had read.

On my shroud site I confess that I am indebted to the late nuclear
physicist Marvin Mueller for having had the patience to answer
my letters. Mueller’s long missives, which would gradually
disillusion me about the claim that the image was mysterious, can
be seen on my mentioned shroud website.

____________

[1] Tort, César J. (1990) ‘The Turin Shroud: A Case of Retrocognitive
Thoughtography?’, Journal of the Society for Psychical Research, Vol. 56,
Nº 818, pages 71-81.

[2] (The previous footnote appears in the book by the English authors.) I
investigated this case on my visit to Bélmez in Andalusia, Spain, in 1992.
After another credulous article of mine in the journal of the previous note, I
became convinced of the fraud. See my short 1995 article, ‘Bélmez Faces
turned out to be suspiciously picture-like images’ in Skeptical Inquirer, 19
(2) (Mar/Apr), page 4. I personally submitted the manuscript of this article
to the editor of the magazine, Kendrick Frazier, during the CSICOP
conference in Seattle in 1994, where I had the pleasure of shaking hands
with Carl Sagan, who gave the keynote address.
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Vikernes on Twitter!
Varg Vikernes of Thulêan Perspective twitted yesterday what we
have been saying for a long time: that the original Greeks and
Romans were Nordid (for a more academic explanation see The
Fair Race pages 319-350 and 659-722). Vikernes wrote:
 

______ � ______

 
Daily reminder that civilization itself comes from, promotes and
always results in multiculturalism and hybridization.

[Roman Emperors before Christianity took over]

The darkness of civilization moves northwards as we speak.
Ancient Italy looked much like today’s Scandinavia. The future
Scandinavia will look like today’s Italy.
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Mental illness
In diagnosing the white man, these days I have been using the
‘mental illness’ metaphor, the central metaphor of psychiatry: a
pseudoscience. But if I think psychiatry is an inquisitorial
pseudoscience why do I use the metaphor? For the simple fact
that, once we realise that the medical model of mental disorders
is pseudoscientific, the trauma model of mental disorders makes
perfect sense. (Except the first and last articles, Day of Wrath
explains my point didactically.)

This site has been visited by those racialists who subscribe to the
madness called Christian Identity (CI), in which it is simply stated
that the characters of the Bible were Aryans in order to convert, in
a single blow with a magic wand, the holy book of the Jews into
the holy book of the Aryans!

Although I had to ban a Christian
Identitarian a few years ago, CI buffs still
post from time to time their nonsense on
this site as a certain Adam did today. If I
allowed his comment it’s because I want to
illustrate what mental illness is but not

from the psychiatric POV. And to make things most unfair, if
Adam wants to reply I won’t let it (let’s see if with such treatment
they desist to post their CI stuff in The West’s Darkest Hour).

Day of Wrath, which explains mental illness from the trauma
model, is a text that I usually don’t make changes to, as most of
the book is only a translation of one of my eleven books in
Spanish, El Retorno de Quetzalcóatl. For those who obtained a
copy I must reiterate that in the last edition of Day of Wrath I
added a very short piece that had already been published on this
site. Those who have the edition before that brief addition must
know the short piece that I added, reproduced below.

When I speak of ‘possession’ it must be understood phenomena
such as the religious ‘great awakening’ that many secular whites
have suffered in major western cities, especially the Americans
(e.g., the negrolatres of Seattle and Portland). They have brought
what I have been calling neofranciscanism to its logical
conclusion: worshiping the most dispossessed race and feel good
to humiliate and detest the superior race: the transvaluation of
values in its purest form!
 

______ � ______

 

Possessed whites

Jordan Peterson may be a sophist but he does well to remind us,
quoting Jung, that the human being in general has no ideas: he is
possessed by ideas.

Since the Imperial Church destroyed the Greco-Roman world [1],
whites literally became possessed by Jewish ideas. Think about
how many centuries the possessed ones bent their knees to deities
like Yahweh and his son Yeshu.

Whites are so possessed that even the souls of the supposed rebels
of the anti-white zeitgeist continue to be possessed by this idea.
And I mean not only white nationalists who remain Christians
[which includes the Christian Identitarians]. Every time I see
more clearly that the fact that books like Who We Are remain
unpublished, even by secular racialists, is because Pierce breaks
away from Christian ethics by advising ‘extermination or
expulsion’ of non-whites throughout his story of the white race.

Understand me well: like the normies, all racialists in today’s
world are possessed by an unhealthy idea. And like the normies
they will remain possessed until the day of their deaths, as
Thomas Kuhn saw. There are exceptions of course, including some
commenters who have visited this site. But in general what Jung
said remains: human beings have no ideas: they are possessed by
ideas. And the idea that in this age governs westerners, including
secular white nationalists, remains Christian ethics.

It is true that white nationalists are not normies. But since they
are unable to break openly with Christian ethics they are in no
man’s land. The metaphor I have been using is that, although they
left Normieland, while crossing the psychological Rubicon they
stayed in the middle of the river. They are unable to continue
crossing into the lands of National Socialism, and will remain
unable to cross it until the day of their deaths. The magnet
exercised by the precepts of Yahweh and his son Yeshu from the
side of the river they left behind is irresistible. Our only hope is to
appeal to the very young generations, perhaps teenagers or
children, who in the future will read The Fair Race’s Darkest
Hour.

__________

[1] See my 2020 translation of Christianity’s Criminal History by Karlheinz
Deschner (links on the sidebar).
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That tiny mustard seed…
‘Traditional Christianity is mature viper venom that has settled,
whereas liberal, enlightened Christianity is recycled and of equal
effect’. —Albus

Neochristianity, or following Jesus through secular self-
immolation—e.g., white fans of BLM—is today’s religion. But how
did such florid psychosis originate? How did the tiny mustard seed
grow into such a huge weed that it’s now covering the West? Let’s
take a good look at the smallest seed…

Watch this homey interview of Richard Carrier.

At 14:48 Carrier comments about the intention of the evangelist
Mark (the other evangelists built upon him): ‘It’s all part of the
gospel’s model reversing the order of society’.

23: 10: ‘Homer is the Bible, essentially, of the pagans… So what
they want to do is called transvaluation. “I am taking stories from
the Homeric tales”, rewrite them so that the value message is the
value Mark wants to sell, not the value message you get from
Homer, so that this book would even replace Homer… for this new
society they want to create’.

28:30: ‘And it is political for them [early Christians], but
subversively political’.

Later, Carrier talks about why in New Testament studies, replete
of Christians, it is so hard that the most parsimonious hypothesis
—the nonexistence of Jesus—is taken seriously.

Many critics of Christianity focus on the Apostle Paul, but the one
who really brought this Semitic folly to the Gentile quarter was
Mark’s literary genius, even if it was all pure literary fiction from
his pen.
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Austrian school
Virtually no racialist knows the trauma model of mental
disorders. One of the problems I see in the white nationalist
movement is that there are serious blind spots from their POV.
Not only do they ignore that psychiatry (which promotes the
medical model of mental disorders) is false science. Nor do they
know that Keynesian economics taught in universities is another
‘science’ similar to astrology.

The only one who got to talk about these two topics, pseudo-
scientific psychiatry and pseudoscientific economics, before
YouTube deleted his channel was Stefan Molyneux. And it is a pity
that no racialist whose mother tongue is English says what
Molyneux knew about the real state of the economy and the true
cause of mental disorders (child abuse).

Today’s article on Counter-Currents by Robert Hampton, ‘Are We
Really Heading To A Civil War?’ exemplifies blindness as to the
state of the American economy.

Like the vast majority of racialists,
Hampton doesn’t seem to have the
remotest notion that the truly scientific
school of economy is the Austrian school,
which has been predicting, since Nixon

unpegged the dollar from gold, that this would lend itself to
abusively print fiat currency ad infinitum to the degree of
currency collapse.

Now, Hampton is right that his bourgeois compatriots are not
going to rebel. As I have said on this site, the One Ring has
corrupted the Aryan psyche, as Richard Wagner saw in his most
ambitious work. Hampton is correct in saying that his compatriots
are comfortable in what I call ‘happy mode’ and that, in that mode,
revolution is unthinkable. But Hampton is unaware that the
precious currency of the Americans is going to tank.

Above I mentioned Molyneux whose mother was Jewish and I was
sorry that a racialist Gentile did not say the same. The same could
be said of Peter Schiff, whose father was Jewish, but among those
who explain Austrian economics Schiff is the one who does it best
on YouTube, as we see in his most recent podcast.

Those reluctant to listen to him can watch the crash curses of the
non-Jews Chris Martenson or Mike Maloney, who say more or less
the same as Schiff. In this matter it’s irrelevant who is Gentile or
Jew. What matters is that the dollar is short on time, and that
once it collapses Americans will transition from happy mode to
angry mode.

True, an angry mode among whites is still insufficient for the
armed revolution, but the fall of the American empire (no more
pro-Israel wars after the dollar loses its purchasing power) will
mark the end of the interregnum that began in 1945, when Europe
lost the power they held for centuries.

The end of the interregnum doesn’t mean automatic salvation, as
Americanised Europeans are as bananas as those who live on this
continent. However, the end of American hegemony will start to
open a window of opportunity for our cause.
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Trauma model of mental disorders
The following is my response to what Joseph Walsh just told me:
here.

But I sense you seem to think that because you had a troubled
relationship with your parents which caused you much mental
anguish, that all illnesses of the mind are due to the behaviour of
one’s parents?

Have you read my Day of Wrath, or at least the Wikipedia article
‘Trauma model of mental disorders’ that I started the previous
decade (or even my May post ‘On depression’)? Day of Wrath, by
the way, is not autobiographical.

I could be mistaken but if that is the case that seems like a
massive case of projection. Not only do you seem to think all
mental illness is due to parental abuse but you’ve extrapolated
that the near-extinction the white race is facing is due to
erroneous white parents-white child relationships.

Please note the Schopenhauer quote in my previous post today,
‘Elemental psychology’, that people learn religions like they learn
languages. That is, we have been programmed. You cannot think
in Spanish or Greek however hard you try, and the same is true
with religion. You can only learn Buddhism as you can learn a
second language, but the whole matter is artificial and you end up
thinking in your native language. Perhaps the best analogy is
diseases that are transmitted through human contact, such as
viruses.

The thing is, for two millennia, many white parents have been
forcing their white children to worship the god of the Jews. I call
that child abuse. And it is easy to see it as child abuse if we
compare the religion of eternal torture even of unbaptised babies
(a doctrine that Luther believed!) with the incredible beauty,
majesty and nobility of classical religion.

If you know the book by Catherine Nixey that I
quoted today in ‘Elemental psychology’, a woman
who is your fellow citizen, you will see that what
happened from the 4th to the 6th century was an
astronomical trauma for converted whites: a
trauma that the race has yet to heal to this day. In
fact, all Christendom has been nothing other than
suffering from a mental illness, analogous to how

those diagnosed with schizophrenia suffer symptoms that can be
traced to a very specific form of parental abuse that crashes the
spirits of their children (see also Modrow’s book that I mentioned
in my previous post).

But going back to Christianity and neochristianity. They are
transmitted via parents. Without the malware within the
operating system that abusive parents implant—that is, parents
who install the Jesus archetype as a paradigm to follow (and add
to it the secular programs that such operating system facilitates in
schools and the media)—there is no ethno-suicidal drive.

In other words, in this secular phase of the red giant of
Christianity, whites are burning in earthly purgatory for having
committed, seventeen hundred years ago, the mortal sin of
abandoning their Aryan gods to honour the Semitic god. And
everything has to do with introjects as the infection has passed
from parents to children for two thousand years…

Trying to break the chain of parental introjects is the job of the
priest of the 14 words, even assuming that whites don’t want to
listen to him and avoid his antivirus programs that could heal
them of this age-old psychosis.

Regarding what you tell me about talking about this on Skype, I
also dislike writing and prefer the spoken word (which is why my
articles are so short). But that would only make sense if you read
at least my book Day of Wrath. Otherwise, I would have to explain
my intricate appropriation of Psychohistory through the spoken
word: a miserable task considering that English is an artificial
language for me.
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Elemental psychology
This is a postscript to my entry yesterday, ‘The Aetiology of
Psychosis’.

This recent thread of discussion, on this same site, shows an
elemental ignorance about how Christianity seized the soul of
whites.

First of all, it is necessary to understand that, as Schopenhauer
says, ‘people learn religions as they learn languages’: what some
psychologists call parental introjects.

The wrongdoing comes from our parents, as ‘introject’ here means
a kind of malware in our mentalities without realising that we
were programmed to believe in the false god of equality and out-
group love since our childhood.

If it were possible to abduct from all Christian and atheist (i.e.,
neo-Christian) families their children and educate them under a
Fourth Reich, in two or three generations (grandparents are also
capable of programming their grandchildren) the spell of
Christianity and ethnosuicidal neofrancisanism among whites
would be broken.

It’s as simple as that. And there would be no need to destroy the
few remaining Bibles that would still be in some libraries because
there would never again be infatuation for the Abrahamic
religions—unless the cycle of allowing Jewry to take over
education in this new Aryan Empire was repeated to the degree of
destroying the Neopagan temples, and that the stupid Aryan
parents start reprograming the minds of their children with
Abrahamic poison.

The racialists’ ignorance of this most basic psychology results in
some of them blaming the Aryan genes (hardware) for something
that is solely and exclusively a pandemic of mental viruses
(software): the Judeo-Christian/liberal memeplex. Remember the
parable of the mustard seed: the humblest of the seeds in the 1st
century of the common era ended up becoming a huge plant in the
21st century.

So what’s a poisonous introject? As Catherine Nixon said after
mentioning a famous Gibbon phrase about the ruins of the Capitol
in Rome, it was not enough to destroy all statues, libraries and
temples:

But, according to some of the most famous preachers of the
time, even this was not enough to satisfy the Christian God… He
wanted—He demanded—the hearts and minds of every single
person within the empire.

And, these clerics threatened, He would know if He didn’t get
them. As preachers in the fourth century started to warn their
congregations, God’s all-seeing gaze followed you everywhere.
He didn’t only see you in church; you were also watched by Him
as you went out through the church doors; as you went out into
the streets and as you walked around the marketplace or sat in
the hippodrome or the theatre. His gaze also followed you into
your home and even into your bedroom—and you should be in
no doubt that He watched what you did there, too.

That was not the least of it. This new god saw into your very
soul. ‘Man looketh on the face, but God on the heart,’ thundered
Cyprian, the Bishop of Carthage. ‘Nothing that is done is hidden
from God.’ There was, congregations across the empire were
warned, no escape: ‘Nothing, whether actually done or only
intended, can escape the knowledge of God’—or His ‘everlasting
punishment of fire’.

As I have already said on this site, ‘God’ is nothing other than the
shadow of our introjected parents. We must begin to see our
parents, or rather a facet of our parents, as the villains of our
history: even non-Christian white parents for subscribing
Christian ethics. In this way we will free ourselves from the
common slander in some quarters of white nationalism of blaming
white genes for what are actually the parental memes that have
infected us.
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The aetiology of psychosis
The state of collapse of the most elemental manhood among
whites is evident even in the forums of white nationalism. In these
times when anti-white psychosis is accelerating, who among the
admins of the main forums has begun to speak of a revolution like
the one Pierce imagined in The Turner Diaries?

What we have is the diametrically opposite to the Diaries: a
negrolatric revolution that surprised everyone less those who see
recent history as the explosion of the Christian sun in its secular,
incendiary form: a red giant that I have called neochristianity,
although it is more precise to see it as neofranciscanism.

Today, whites are literally in a state of mind that psychiatrists call
flowery psychosis: a red giant that burns their entire culture and
even their genes. Since my family’s psychosis started when I was
about fifteen or sixteen years old and I have studied that family
tragedy, I’d like to be translated already (only most of my fourth
book and a censored version of the second I have published here).

The objective would be to show how a normal family can go crazy
after one of the parents (in my case, my mother) began to infect
other members of the family with her mental viruses. The first to
become infected was my father, then some of my siblings (folie en
famille) and even so-called mental health professionals subscribed
to that destructive psychosis that had originally arisen from my
mother’s mind.

Talking about this topic is taboo in every part of the world. Of the
alluded admins, he who perhaps could do it would is Brad Griffin
(Hunter Wallace), who apparently had a past similar to the one I
describe above, but due to the taboo he won’t write on the subject.
I can say the same of a pessimistic commenter that I’m not going
to name. If he wrote his heart-breaking autobiography in several
volumes, as I did, he would know that what happens to the white
man and the tragedy of his teenage life are two sides of the same
coin.

A tremendous mistake some fans of this site make is to see what I
write here as the main thing, and to ignore my work in my mother
tongue. The reality is the opposite: precisely because of having
analysed the family tragedy I was able to see the western tragedy
from my privileged perspective of a three-eyed crow: a fictional
entity who has spent his life looking at the past to understand it.

But unlike television movies this crow does not have a single
pupil. And how can I have it if only my first book and part of the
fourth have been translated into English (the second, as I said,
were only censored excerpts)?

Since From Jesus to Hitler is my magnum opus, today I will begin
a new reading of the fifth to the eleventh books, as some passages
still contain errors of syntax and harmonization with respect to
the other books. Let’s not forget that I started writing them at the
beginning of 1988 and that I barely finished this year.
Harmonizing them so that they may eventually appear under a
single cover is a laborious and time-consuming undertaking.

If there is anything in which From Jesus to Hitler can serve the
white cause it is my overriding conclusion of such a spiritual
odyssey: There is such a thing as voluntary surrender to evil and
the current version of human beings, especially suicidal whites,
are basically evil (hence my exterminationist recipe for creating a
new mankind). In my life, my late father exemplified such evil by
believing the slander my mother uttered against the teenager I
was. But today all whites who believe Jesus’ slanders, be it in its
religious or secular version—christian, neochristian or negrolatric
neofranciscan—exemplify evil.

If one is unable to
understand one’s
family, one will be
unable to understand
why his race commits
suicide. To speak
bluntly, I don’t think
that anyone

throughout the movement called white nationalism understands
his family. Otherwise a few of them would have already written
tragic autobiographies like mine. Or if they have had kinder lives,
they would have at least read a tragic autobiography like John
Modrow’s in order to understand the aetiology of psychoses and
eventually the folie en mass that the West suffers from.
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Quotable quote
Equality is a false god.

Racism should be the greatest virtue of our dark time.
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The greatest of the
“conservative” thinkers,
Joseph de Maistre,
pointed out long ago that
the French Revolution led
the revolutionaries rather
than was led by them. For
he believed that certain
Providential forces rule
our lives. These forces he
saw in Christian terms,
but others, like
Heidegger, for instance,
saw them in terms of
Being, over which humans
have no control.

In either case, the force of
Providence or Being or
Destiny has a power that
has often made itself felt
in our history. For this
reason, I have little doubt
that Europeans will
eventually throw off the
Judeo-liberal system
programming their
destruction. I’m less
confident about we
Americans, given the
greater weakness of our
collective identity and
destiny. But nevertheless
even we might be saved
from ourselves by this
force—as long as we do
what is still in our power
to do.

—Michael O’Meara
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From Guillaume Faye's
"Mars & Hephaestus": 

The twenty-first century will
be a century of iron and
storms. It will not resemble
those harmonious futures
predicted up to the 1970s.
It will not be the global
village prophesied by
Marshall MacLuhan in 1966,
or Bill Gates’ planetary
network, or Francis
Fukuyama’s end of history:
a liberal global civilization
directed by a universal
state. 

The Third Age of European
Civilization commences, in
a tragic acceleration of the
historical process, with the
Treaty of Versailles and end
of the civil war of 1914-18:
the catastrophic twentieth
century. Four generations
were enough to undo the
labor of more than forty.
Europe fell victim to its own
tragic Prometheanism, its
own opening to the world
and universalism, oblivious
of all ethnic solidarity. 

The Fourth Age of European
civilization begins today. It
will be the Age of rebirth or
perdition. The twenty-first
century will be for this
civilization, the fateful
century, the century of life
or death. 

Let us cultivate the
pessimistic optimism of
Nietzsche. “There is no
more order to conserve; it is
necessary to create a new
one.” Will the beginning of
the twenty-first century be
difficult? Are all the
indicators in the red? So
much the better. They
predicted the end of history
after the collapse of the
USSR? We wish to speed its
return: thunderous,
bellicose, and archaic. Islam
resumes its wars of
conquest. China and India
wish to become
superpowers. And so forth.
The twenty-first century will
be placed under the double
sign of Mars, the god of
war, and of Hephaestus, the
god who forges swords, the
master of technology and
the chthonic fires. This
century will be that of the
metamorphic rebirth of
Europe, like the Phoenix, or
of its disappearance as a
historical civilization and its
transformation into a
cosmopolitan and sterile
Luna Park. 

The beginning of twenty-
first century will be the
despairing midnight of the
world of which Hölderlin
spoke. But it is always
darkest before the dawn.
Let us prepare our children
for war. Let us educate our
youth, be it only a minority,
as a new aristocracy. 

Today we need more than
morality. We need
hypermorality, the
Nietzschean ethics of
difficult times. When one
defends one’s people, i.e.,
one’s own children, one
defends the essential. Then
one follows the rule of
Agamemnon and Leonidas
but also of Charles Martel:
what prevails is the law of
the sword, whose bronze or
steel reflects the glare of
the sun. 

T A G S:

4 words

“Hate is not some useless
organ like the appendix. It’s
there for a reason.

Why does Christianity do all
it can to talk us out of
necessary and functional
drives?

Well, the answer is that it’s
a bit of software meant to
disable our enemy
recognition module.
Christianity preaches blind
love, and that love is
murdering the West”.

– Alex Linder
 

“Why were you so
ungrateful to our gods as to
desert them for the Jews?”
—Emperor Julian to the
Christians

Regarding why we say that
Christianity and the JQ are
one and the same, see this
passage from The Fair Race.

When you forbid your
enemy to hate, you’ve
disarmed him.

The deep-seated death-
wish that seems to have
taken hold of the collective
subconscious psyche of the
Aryan race after Hitler’s
death is I believe a
consequence of centuries of
Jewish brainwashing via
Christianity and its secular
offshoots.

Once the majority of Aryans
had rejected Hitler they
embraced what remained of
Christianity, Christian
ethics, with a vengeance.
Aryans are aware of what
our race is capable of
becoming from the photos
and films of NS Germany
and many of them hate and
fear their own race’s
potential for greatness due
to attachment to an
irrational morality and so
our race is in a sort of self-
destruct mode.

If the National Socialists had
won the Second World War
our race would not have
entered into this intense
struggle to overcome the
oldest and most effective
weapon of the Jews,
Christianity. So this post-
1945 struggle with the
mental disease of
Christianity does serve a
purpose in that it will either
destroy us for good or
make us even stronger.

Before Aryans can annihilate
the biological Jew on the
physical level they must
destroy the alien Jewish
mind virus on the mental
level by overcoming
Christian morality. —Joseph
Walsh

Sooner or later the world
will recognise that Hitler
was right and that until the
West accepts this fact, they
will continue their ongoing
self-destruction, especially
in the US and the UK.

Either way, massive
destruction is unavoidable
because after the Second
World War the Allies must
pay a massive karmic debt.

Whatever you want to call it,
thinking you can aid in
saving the white race while,
at the same time, bending
the knee to Jewish deities
(Yahweh and Yeshua) is
some kind of combination
of insane, dishonest,
cowardly, naive, or very
stupid. To bottom line it, it
won’t and can’t work.

‘White nationalists have
failed because trying to stir
up anti-semitism in a
culture shaped by almost
two thousand years of
Christian delusion and a
white race imbued with the
conviction that a Jew is God
is a fool’s errand’. —R.M.
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